
Can You EsCapE st MarY’s?

The clue for the first number can be found in the Roman Numerals used in the church. 

In the medieval times, numbers were represented by a combination of letters - these 
are called Roman numerals. 

In Roman Numerals:

I = 1  V = 5  X = 10 L = 50 

CluE onE:

Uh oh! When you were visiting St Mary’s church, you were 
accidentally locked in!

To unlock the door you will need 3 numbers. 

Luckily, these numbers can be found hidden around the church. 
Follow the clues to find the numbers, and escape St Mary’s as 
quickly as you can!

The first number for the lock is the answer to a sum in Roman numerals:

• What is the answer to this equation in numbers?

X  −  V +  III = _______

1



The clues for the second number can be found by completing a maze found on the 
floor of St Mary’s. What number does the Maze lead you to?

CluE two:

START 1

2

34

5

2



CluE thrEE:

The last clue can be found in the ceiling of St Mary’s.

The church’s ceiling is full of colourful and curious carvings known as roof bosses.

• From the selection below, how many angEls can you find in the roof bosses?

nuMbEr of angEls = ______

3



You should now have 3 numbers. 

Write these into the lock:

unloCking thE Door

DiD You gEt it right?

Use the Answer sheet to check if you managed to escape St Mary’s.

If so, well done! If not, try again!

First number

Third number

Second number

4



answEr shEEt

CluE 1:

X  −  V +  III =  8
(10 - 5 + 3) 

CluE 2:

The solution to the maze is 4

CluE 3:

There are 2 angels in the roof bosses.

8

4

2

5


